Project:
Nest Oil Towers
Location:
Lagos, Nigeria

Unequaled solutions for carparks
Nest Oil Towers - Lagos, Nigeria

Project completed:
2015
Owner/s:
Nest Oil
Applicator/Contractor:
Julius Berger / Cretech Global
Market sector:
Performance Flooring
Products used & amounts:
MasterTop® 1210 CP

Our reference in Lagos (Nigeria): Nest Oil Towers

The background

The challenge

The new Nest Oil Towers is a multi-storey
office building with 12 floors of lettable office
spaces and 7,500m2 of multi-storey car park
spaces.



This is located in one of the prime areas of
Victoria Island in Lagos State, Nigeria.




Contact
BASF Construction Chemicals UAE LLC
Tel : +971 4-8090800, Fax : +971 4-8851002
www.master-builders-solutions.basf.ae

The use of an Epoxy system on a
multi-storey car park in an
environment having high humidity
and temperatures varying between
29ºC and 32ºC.
Building is located in an area that is
about 1.5 km from the Atlantic
Ocean.
Ensuring that the finished floor is not
affected by the UV form sunlight.

Unequaled solutions for carparks
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Our solution
BASF proposed MasterTop 1210CP Epoxy car park coating
which meets the specification requirements. MasterTop 548 was
also used for areas that were not reachable by the screed pump.
BASF flooring applicator was introduced by BASF to the
customer in order to ensure proper application of the product.
The customer’s benefit




Being able to comply with complicated specifications.
Completing the hardscape package on.
Providing a single manufacturer solution including
screed, adhesive and grout.

Projects facts at a glance




BASF provided comprehensive technical advice and
economical solutions to achieve the required
performance.
Excellent support and guidance from BASF’s Technical
Services team.
Meeting the project deadlines through night shift.

Master Builders Solutions from BASF
The Master Builders Solutions brand expresses BASF’s
expertise in providing customized chemical solutions for new
construction, maintenance, repair and restoration of structures.
Master Builders Solutions is built on the experience gained from
more than a century in the construction industry. At the core of
the Master Builders Solutions brand is the combined know-how
and experience of a global community of BASF construction
experts, who connect with you to solve all of your construction
challenges.
Further information is available at:
www.africa.master-builders-solutions.basf.com

